MAY 2020

COVID-19 GUIDELINES
WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU!

We want to make your event the best during these challenging times.

Our AKE Team will continue being professional and dress to impress. However, we added
a new accessory to our uniform. We will begin wearing masks when socializing with guests
in close proximity. If our TEAM shows any signs of illness we will immediately send them home.
We will also already have several team members available in case we run into this situation
the day of your event.
Regarding our Photo Booth equipment at this time, the CDC recommends an open-air type
of environment. We are fortunate that we carry several open-air models of photo booths
for you to choose from: Our Action Roaming Booth & Digital Social Booths. Our equipment
is sanitized before, during and after each event. When your guests send out their digital
photos via text or email, our staﬀ will make sure to sanitize our touch screens after every use.
We will not be able to include hand held props with any of our packages at this time.
However, we do have other alternative features that will enlighten the experience. Such as
our digital photo ﬁlters, boomerang videos, and fun animated gifs, which we are happy to
add at no additional cost. The on-site photo booth setup will be reconﬁgured to maintain
a social distance environment. We will have stations with temporary tape on the ground
marking 6-foot distancing. We will post signs indicating how to line up for the photo booth
experience. We will also encourage the guests not to congregate or engage in conversations
and kindly wait to be called when the line has decreased.
The “new normal” for future events will have an unfamiliar feel from the current challenges
we are facing. Therefore, we will do everything we can to make your event memorable and
comfortable. We want you and your guests at ease. Your safety and health are our priority.

Thank you,

AKE Team

